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<XML>
ctitle>
The best ever music
</titles
<artist>
V.R. Famous
<fartist>
<parts> (Preferred format)

<partl>
<length> 1024 </length>
<format> MP3 </format>
<location> ftp://137.27.52.87 </location>
<min_bandwidth> 10,000 </min_bandwidth>

</part>

(Alternative format)
</partl_alb

<length> 512 </lenath>
<format> OTHER </format>
<location> http:// yevgeniynel/ .... </location>
<min_bandwidih> 8,000 </min_bandwidth>

</part_altl>

eraqannrnes

FIG. 2
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PARTITIONING OF MP3 CONTENTFILE
FOR EMULATING STREAMING

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to content and/or control communi-

cations between multiple computer systems, or to such com-
munications between computer systems and consumer
devices. Specifically, the invention relates to communication
constrained by bandwidth or limited by data processing
resources available to the receiving system or device, espe-
cially if the communicationsare received by the userin real
time. The type of communications can be, e.g., broadcast,
multi-cast or point-to-point.

BACKGROUND ART

Consider current major technologies for delivering digital
content, such as audio, video, etc. The streaming method for
audio, e.g., RealAudio by RealNetworks, consists ofplaying-
out audio at a client device, while constantly sending data
from the server to the client. The technology provided by
RealNetworks comprises an encoder, a server, a splitter/cache
and a player system with two-wayintelligence to resolve
network congestion, lost packet conditions and negotiate
complex internet protocols. More specifically, the known
technology comprises an automatic, variable bit-rate encod-
ing and delivery system for audio and video. The system
scales to megabit connection rates and dynamically adjust the
transmission rate as delivery rate varies due to network con-
gestion. The format and the encoding/decoding methods of
the data are proprietary. The server and theclient synchronize
receiving and playing in a way pre-defined by the particular
architecture. The communication stack software is tightly
coupled to the interpretation layer (application anduserinter-
face (UI)). Manufacturers of such technology promote high
level of integration between client and server software, as a
complete vertical solution. This approach mostly excludes
third parties from developing custom server software (e.g.,
advertizing, services) and/or client applications (UI, special
effects, etc.).

Another known method is downloading of a contentfile
from a remote computer with subsequent play-out on the
client. MP3 is a widely known audio data format used within
the downloading context. There are other data formats, e.g.,
MP4for video data ete. The major advantage of the above
mentioned methodisits open data standard approach.As long
as the right format of the content file is observed during
encoding,client and server software/hardware manufacturers
are free to develop their own solutions/products.

A major problem with the complete download approachis
the inherentlatency:there is a delay between the beginning of
the download andthestart of the play-out. The larger thefile
and or smaller the communication bandwidth, the longerit
takes to transfer the content from the server to the client. This

is particularly undesirable in consumerelectronics systems,
where perceived delay is detrimental to market acceptance of
an open architecture.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

Tt is an object of the invention to provide an open architec-
ture solution for content delivery in a download approachthat
allows for a low or negligible play-out latency.

To this end the contentfile is split into multiple parts. Each
part or segment requires a relatively short download time.
Therefore, the play-out latency is determined by the down-
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load timeofthe first part. The size of the individual part can
be determined by the communications bandwidth, e.g.,
through pinging for a latency-check. The client device/appli-
cation receives control information about the content. This

control information comprises, for example, information
relating to the size and memory location of the wholefile as
well as ofit parts at the server. If the client is not capable of
processing split data, it proceeds with the traditional
approach,i.e., downloads the wholefile and thenplaysit out.
In case theclient is capable ofprocessing parts ofthe content,
it uses the relevant control information abouttheparts in order
to continue downloading data, while playing. Data play-out,
also called “rendering”, is computation-intensive, since it
requires a plurality ofdecoding operations. Data downloadis
bandwidth-intensive. Accordingly, simultaneous play-out
and downloading do notsignificantly compete for the same
system resources. This separation between downloading and
processing can be efficiently used in a multi-process and/or
multi-thread environment.

Preferably, the information contains references to thefile
location as well as referencesto the locations ofthe parts. The
intended bandwidth information is associated with the parts.
The client may make its own decisions regarding how many
parts to downloadbeforethe start of the play out (execution).

The parts can have different data formats. The format of
someofthe parts can be proprietary. Information aboutalter-
native content parts, regarding bandwidth, format, location
accessoptions, etc., can be provided. Content parts can physi-
cally reside on different servers. Content can be split into
parts consistent within the semantics of the content, e.g., end
of musical phrase, paragraph, target control device, etc. A
third party mayinsert its own content parts in between the
original content parts. The third party parts contain, for
example, advertisements, commentary, customization
options. The format of parts for play-out may be chosen
according to user-related information, e.g., personal prefer-
ences, level of access to premium services, quality of the
equipment, bandwidth sharing/fiuctuation conditions, etc.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention is explained in further detail and by way of
example with reference to the accompanying drawing
wherein:

FIG. 1 is a flow diagram illustrating the various steps in a
method according to the invention; and

FIG. 2 gives an example of control code.
Throughout the Figures, same reference labels indicate

similar or corresponding features.

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The invention enables emulating the streaming offiles
while using a download approach. FIG. 1 illustrates a flow
diagram 100 with various steps involvedin the playing-out of
a segmentedfile at the client.

In step 102, the client contacts the server selects the par-
ticular contentfile and downloads the controlinformationthat

enables the retrieving and playing out of the segmentedfile.
The control information describes the locations, e.g., URL’s,
and size of the various file segments, and provides, e.g., UI
functionalities at the client. In this example, the controlinfor-
mation is coded in XML.

In step 104 the XML code is parsed. Parsing of XML is
well knowninthe art. A person skilled in the art can download
an XMLinterpreter, including source code, from the Internet,
see e.g. www.ibm.com/xml. Thus,the client is enabled to get
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